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PAM3012PAM3012
Digital Image Processing for Digital Image Processing for 

RadiographersRadiographers

Image Enhancement in the Spatial Image Enhancement in the Spatial 
Domain (Part II)Domain (Part II)

In this lectureIn this lecture

Histograms of Digital ImagesHistograms of Digital Images
Histogram ProcessingHistogram Processing

Histogram EqualisationHistogram Equalisation
Histogram SpecificationHistogram Specification

Arithmetic OperationsArithmetic Operations

Histogram ProcessingHistogram Processing
•• The histogram of a digital image with gray The histogram of a digital image with gray 

levels from 0 to Llevels from 0 to L--1 is a discrete function1 is a discrete function

–– rrkk is the kis the kthth gray levelgray level
–– nnkk is the # pixels in the image with that gray levelis the # pixels in the image with that gray level
–– n is the total number of pixels in the imagen is the total number of pixels in the image
–– k = 0, 1, 2, k = 0, 1, 2, ……, L, L--11

•• Normalized histogramNormalized histogram
–– Sum of all components = 1Sum of all components = 1
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Image HistogramImage Histogram
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Histogram ProcessingHistogram Processing
DarkDark

LightLight

Low contrastLow contrast

High contrastHigh contrast

Image HistogramImage Histogram

•• The shape of the histogram of an image The shape of the histogram of an image 
provides useful information about the provides useful information about the 
possibility for contrast enhancementpossibility for contrast enhancement
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Assessing Image QualityAssessing Image Quality

A compact histogram A compact histogram 
indicates poor utilization indicates poor utilization 
of available dynamic rangeof available dynamic range

Dark Bright

Saturated Cutoff

Bad Good

Assessing Image PropertiesAssessing Image Properties

•• ““BiBi--modalmodal”” histogram histogram 
indicates that there are indicates that there are 
two major kinds of pixels two major kinds of pixels 
in the imagein the image

•• Two kinds of objects in Two kinds of objects in 
scene scene –– one kind brighter one kind brighter 
than the otherthan the other

Point ProcessingPoint Processing
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Bad, information is lost

(x,y) is irrelevant
Point Processing: Image InversionPoint Processing: Image Inversion
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Point Processing: FullPoint Processing: Full--Scale Histogram Scale Histogram 
StretchStretch
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Histogram EqualizationHistogram Equalization

•• ObjectiveObjective: : 
–– Flatten the histogramFlatten the histogram

–– Each gray level occurs with equal probabilityEach gray level occurs with equal probability

•• Application:Application:
–– Processing a large number of imagesProcessing a large number of images

–– Minimizes variabilityMinimizes variability

•• Advantages: AutomatedAdvantages: Automated
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Histogram EqualisationHistogram Equalisation

• P(rP(rkk) is the probability of occurrence of gray level ) is the probability of occurrence of gray level rrkk
•• P(rP(rkk) can be re) can be re--distributed for enhancing the imagedistributed for enhancing the image

h(rh(rkk) or ) or P(rP(rkk)=)=nnkk/n/n h(sh(skk) or ) or P(sP(skk)  )  

skrk

Ideal EqualisationIdeal Equalisation

ExampleExample

Computer ‘designs’ point processing 
function, s = T(r), to equalize 
histogram

Over the range 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 T(r) must…
(1) Be single valued over the range
(2) Increase monotonically 
(3) Have 0 ≤ T(r) ≤ 1

Histogram EqualisationHistogram Equalisation
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Histogram EqualisationHistogram Equalisation

Original Image / Histogram Equalized Image / Histogram

PracticalitiesPracticalities
•• Need to check if new pixel values will be Need to check if new pixel values will be 

out of the range 0 out of the range 0 ……KK--11
–– Saturation or cutoff leads to information Saturation or cutoff leads to information 

lossloss

•• When scaling an image by a fractional When scaling an image by a fractional 
number, the result needs to be roundednumber, the result needs to be rounded

•• Processors often quote equalization with Processors often quote equalization with 
a % of saturated pixelsa % of saturated pixels

ExamplesExamples
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ExamplesExamples
10% saturation10% saturation

Histogram SpecificationHistogram Specification

•• Histogram equalization does not allow Histogram equalization does not allow 
interactive image enhancement and interactive image enhancement and 
generates only one result: an generates only one result: an 
approximation to a uniform histogram.approximation to a uniform histogram.

•• Sometimes useful to specify particular Sometimes useful to specify particular 
histogram shapes for highlighting histogram shapes for highlighting 
certain graycertain gray--level ranges.level ranges.

Arithmetic OperationsArithmetic Operations
•• SubtractionSubtraction


